READING SUGGESTIONS FOR LAW STUDENTS

LEGAL HISTORY


JUDICIAL BIOGRAPHY

Collective

Individual

**Hugo Black**

**Louis Brandeis**

**Sir Edward Coke**

**William O. Douglas**

**Jerome Frank**

**Felix Frankfurter**

**Learned Hand**

**John Marshall Harlan**

**Oliver Wendell Holmes**
Bowen, Catherine Drinker, *Yankee from Olympus: Justice Holmes and His Family*, 1944.

**Thurgood Marshall**

**Harlan Fiske Stone**

**Earl Warren**
CASES, TRIALS & LAWYERS


LAW AND LEGAL THEORY

Blom-Cooper, Louis, *The Literature of the Law; An Anthology of Great Writing In and About the Law*, 1967.

SUPREME COURT


ON WRITING

If you have somehow made it through undergraduate school without spending time with this book, do so as soon as possible:
Strunk, William, Jr. & White, E.B. *The Elements of Style*
If you are already familiar with Strunk & White, then try dipping into:
O’Connor, Patricia T., *Woe is I: The Grammaphobe’s Guide to Better English in Plain English*
Truss, Lynne, *Eats, Shoots & Leaves*
Williams, Joseph M., *Style: Ten Lessons in Clarity and Grace*

LAW SCHOOL